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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. The appeal is against the decision of the examining division to refuse the application for lack of an inventive step (Article 56 EPC) over a notoriously known general-purpose data processing system.

II. With its statement setting out the grounds of appeal, the appellant filed a main request and auxiliary requests I and II. The appellant requested that the decision be set aside and a patent be granted based on one of these requests. It requested oral proceedings as an auxiliary measure.

III. In its preliminary opinion, the board raised objections under Articles 123(2), 56, 84 and 83 EPC.

IV. The appellant filed arguments in reply to the summons to oral proceedings. It maintained the requests on file.

V. Oral proceedings were held before the board.

VI. Claim 1 of the main request reads as follows:

"A method of providing parameters of operating results for one or more control products used in biological reactions, the method comprising;
creating, by a development system (840), one or more parameters by analyzing data points of different results relating to one or more tests;
storing the one or more parameters in a development database (850);
receiving, by the development system (840), approval of the one or more parameters;
based on the approval, sending the one or more parameters to a user database (820), wherein a server system is communicably coupled with the user database; receiving, by the server system, from a customer, a request for the one or more parameters relating to the one or more tests, each test operable to test one or more analytes in a biological reaction to generate one or more analyte results and operable to test the one or more control products in a biological reaction to generate one or more control results, the one or more control results operable to confirm a quality of the one or more analyte results, wherein the request identifies the one or more analytes and the one or more control products; accessing the user database (820) to identify, by the server system, the one or more parameters corresponding to the request, wherein the one or more parameters specify one or more updated acceptable values for the one or more control results for confirming the quality of the one or more analyte results; and sending the one or more parameters to the customer."

VII. Claim 1 of auxiliary request I differs from claim 1 of the main request in that it has the following additional feature:

"whereby the user database (820) is isolated from the development database (850) by a firewall (830)."

VIII. Claim 1 of auxiliary request II differs from claim 1 of auxiliary request I in that it has the following additional feature:

"whereby the user database (820) is not aware of the development database (850) and cannot request data from
it, but just receives data from a particular port that the development database (850) can write to."

Reasons for the Decision

1. Main request

1.1 Claim 1 of the main request is identical to claim 1 of the sole request on which the contested decision is based, except for the addition of reference signs.

1.2 The board sees no prejudicial error in the conclusion of the contested decision that the subject-matter of the claim is the straightforward implementation of an administrative method using notorious technical means such as servers and databases, and consequently does not involve an inventive step.

1.3 At the oral proceedings, referring to paragraphs [0028] to [0031] of the application, the appellant submitted that conventional product inserts were printed and packaged with control products on the basis of information available at the date of manufacture and were oblivious to individual needs of customers. Although the invention had some business aspects, it nevertheless provided an easy, cost-efficient and targeted way of distributing product insert information. The board does not doubt that, but the subject-matter of claim 1 does not go beyond the straightforward digitalization of the existing workflow for distribution of product inserts. It uses databases instead of paper for the storage of test data and the parameters derived from them, and servers for their distribution. It is evident that digitized information
can be distributed much more easily, frequently, without the costs associated with printing, and that database management systems reply to queries unlike paper which does not.

1.4 The appellant had argued in the statement setting out the grounds of appeal that the technical effect of claim 1 of the main request was preventing the distribution of data that might not be accurate. Only when an insert was approved would that insert be transmitted to the end user insert database. However, as paragraph [0028] of the application also points out, production of control product inserts is regulated by well-defined FDA-approved procedures that dictate inter alia how insert values are approved. There are equivalent legal or regulatory requirements in every jurisdiction. These requirements for accuracy of parameter values and their approval have to be met, as a matter of course, by conventional printed product inserts that the appellant describes as the prior art. Therefore, the subject-matter of claim 1 cannot have the alleged effect with respect to the prior art.

1.5 In its reply to the summons to oral proceedings, the appellant further argued that the method of claim 1 generates more accurate parameters by analyzing data to see if changes occur. However, in the absence of any information regarding how the data is analyzed in claim 1 of the main request (or the pertinent parts of the description) this alleged effect is merely speculative.

1.6 For these reasons, the subject-matter of claim 1 of the main request does not involve any inventive step (Article 56 EPC).

2. Auxiliary requests I and II
2.1 Claim 1 of both auxiliary requests includes the feature that "the user database (820) is isolated from the development database (850) by a firewall (830)."

2.2 In the field of computing, the term "firewall" refers to a network security system that monitors and controls incoming and outgoing traffic between a trusted internal network and an untrusted external network based on predetermined security rules. The appellant submits that the firewall 830 in the present invention is "very similar" and the skilled person, interpreting it "by a mind willing to understand, not a mind desirous of misunderstanding", will clearly understand its meaning and function.

2.3 In the present case, the description calls the assay development database system 840 which comprises the database 850 an "internal system" (see paragraph [0060], first sentence and paragraph [0062], first sentence), and the end user system comprising the database 820 an "external system" (see paragraph [0060], first sentence and paragraph [0065], first sentence). There is no incoming traffic from the external system to the internal system. Rather, "the end user insert database [of the external system] is not aware of the regulated assay development database 850 [of the internal system] and cannot request data from it" (see paragraph [0065], last sentence). The outgoing traffic from the internal system to the existing system is not monitored or controlled at all. Rather, the development database 850 of the internal system can write to the end user insert database 820 of the external system (ibidem). Therefore, contrary to the assertion of the appellant, the "firewall 830" of claim 1 of the auxiliary requests is not what the
person skilled in the art would recognise as a "firewall", and is not similar to it, rendering claim 1 of both auxiliary requests unclear (Article 84 EPC).

2.4 Furthermore, the feature appears only once in one single sentence in paragraph [0065] (penultimate sentence), without further information or explanation. Therefore, the invention of claim 1 of both auxiliary requests is not disclosed in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by the person skilled in the art (Article 83 EPC).

Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

The appeal is dismissed.
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